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This project is the final work as a part of the MSc. Finance degree at Lisbon School of Economics and 
Management (ISEG). Students can choose to write a master thesis or write an equity research of a 
chosen company. The project is structured after ISEG’s guidelines and the CFA institutes research 
report recommendations. I choose to analyze Micron Technology Inc. because of my interest in the 
technology sector, especially the semiconductor industry. The industry displays a lot of special traits 
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MU: Entering a new bust cycle 
 
Buy is the recommendation for Micron with an estimated price target of $41,38 
from a DCF model. Multiple valuation support that Micron is undervalued, with an 
estimated price target of $34,10. Mean variance theory indicates that Micron 
should be included in a constructed asset that covers the US semiconductor 
industry. The current closing price 30.05.2019 indicates an upside potential of 
24,19%. Microns efficient use of its employed capital (Appendix: 8) in an extreme 
capital intense industry result in a robust business model, estimated to generate 
positive cash flows during the bust cycle. 
Debt repayment prepare Micron for a new bust cycle. As the average selling 
prices peaked in the last quarter of 2018 (DRAM ASP: +37% YoY) the industry 
went into a new bust cycle with the ASP in free fall due to the increasing 
oversupply. With revenues estimated to decline 25% YoY and an estimated CAPEX 
of $9 billion in 2019F Micron must be able to acquire capital at reasonable rate. In 
2016 Microns debt/equity ratio reached 113% after acquiring Inotera memories. 
After using the boom cycle to deleverage, Micron reached a debt/equity ratio of 
30% in 2018. The deleveraging made Micron able to negotiate a new desirable 
credit agreement with an interest rate equal to LIBOR +1,5% to 2%.    
Introducing the first new memory class to the markets since NAND was 
introduced in 1989. The introduction of 3D Xpoint will result in a new revenue 
driver for Micron with a revenue potential of $3,36 billion in 2023. DRAM and 
NAND accounted for 96% of Microns revenues in 2018, which both have very 
volatile prices. By introducing 3D Xpoint Micron will strengthen its revenue 
diversification and be able to target niche markets, which require high speed 
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Business description  
Micron Technology, Inc., Including its subsidiaries, is one of the industry leaders 
in innovating memory and storage technologies. Most of Microns Technologies 
revenue is generated through its global brands – Micron®, Crucial®, and Ballistix®. 
The broad portfolio of products is transforming how the world uses information. 
Their products are key elements of technologies like artificial intelligence, 
machine learning and autonomous vehicles.  
The history of Micron Technology starts in 1978 when the company was founded 
as a semiconductor design company. In 1980 the company acquired its first plant 
and few year later they had produced the world’s smallest 256k DRAM chip. In 
1994 the company was listed on Fortune 500 and since that the company has 
grown steadily through innovation, acquisitions and partnerships to be one of the 
market leaders in the semiconductor industry. Micron technologies products can 
be categorized in the three different core categories and are sold in four different 
segments.  
Products  
Compute and Networking Business Unit (CNBU)  
CNBU sells memory products and advanced solutions for cloud servers, 
enterprises, clients, graphics and networking markets. CNBU accounted for 50% of 
the total revenues in 2018 and had a growth rate of 77% from the previous fiscal 
year. Total sales were 15,25$ billion.  
Mobile Business unit (MBU) 
MBU sells memory products sold into smartphones and other mobile-device 
markets and includes discrete DRAM, discrete NAND and managed NAND. For the 
smartphone market speed/power output is extremely important since battery life 
is limited. In 2018, Micron announced a new 64-layer, second-generation 3D 
NAND storage product, which supports the high-speed UFS 2.11 standard and 
eMMC 5.1 standard. The UFS 2.1 speed supports technologies like AI, virtual 
 
1 Universal Flash Storage(UFS) aims to bring higher data transfer speed and increased reliability to flash memory 
storage, while reducing market confusion and removing the need for different adapters for different types of 
cards. 
Figure 3: Important markets 
 



















Figure 4: Revenues by product 
Source: Company(10k), Author 
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Source: Bloomberg, Author 
Source: Bloomberg, Author 
reality and face recognition which is becoming more frequent on high end 
smartphones. MBU accounted for 22% of the total revenues in 2018 and had a 
growth rate of 49% from the previous fiscal year. Total sales were 6,58$ billion. 
Storage Business Unit (SBU) 
SBU sells SSDs and component-level solutions into enterprise, cloud, client and 
consumer storage markets. SBU also include “non-trade” products. Micron have a 
long-term supply agreement with intel through IMFT2, where they supply intel 
with 3D Xpoint memory and NAND products at prices approximated to cost. MBU 
accounted for 11% of the total revenues in 2018 and had a growth rate of 17% 
from the previous fiscal year. Total sales were 5,02$ billion. 
Embedded Business Unit (EBU) 
EBU sells memory and storage products to the automotive, industrial and 
consumer market. The products sold are discrete DRAM, discrete NAND, managed 
NAND and Flash.  The market is characterized by long life-cycle DRAM and NAND 
products manufactured using mature technologies. The products enable edge 
devices to store, connect and share information in the growing internet of 
things(“IoT”). MBU accounted for 11% of the total revenues in 2018 and had a 
growth rate of 29% from the previous fiscal year. Total sales were 3,48$ billion. 
Key drivers of profitability  
Extreme capital requirements in the industry   
The semiconductor has one of the highest capital requirements off all industries. 
The total CAPEX of all semiconductor memory firms reached $25 221 million in 
2018. For Micron CAPEX amounted to 20% and 28% of the sales for 2017 and 
2018. The reason the industry is so capital- and technology intense is because of 
the complexity in producing memory chips. The chips are produced at a 
nanometer level and require extreme clean rooms for production, where only one 
dust particle could ruin the chip. The most current estimate regarding the cost of 
a production facility is from 2017, when Samsung built its new DRAM FAB 
(production facility). The cost where estimated to accumulate to $14 billion.    
Return on invested capital (ROCE) 
Since the capital requirements for the industry is very high the industry players 
must maximize their ROCE to stay competitive. By decomposing ROCE and 
inspecting each element we can determine what drives profitability (See 
Appendix: 8 for the full analysis). 
DRAM is the key revenues generator for MU accounting for 70% of the revenues 
in 2018, which is an increase from 58% in 2016. NAND accounted for 26% of the 
revenue, a decreased from 33% in 2016. The prices for DRAM have increased 
substantially since 2016, while the NAND price has continued to stagnate resulting 
in the current revenue shares. However, DRAM prices are extremely volatile 
(Figure 9) which makes the big revenue share of DRAM increase Microns risk.  
Micron delegates a part of their R&D investments to improve process technology, 
which enables continues improvement to cost structures and performance 
 
2 IMFT is a joint venture between Micron Technologies and Intel. The purpose of the venture is to share R&D 
costs to develop NAND and 3D XPoint technologies. Micron owns 51% of IMFT and is governed by a Board of 
Directors, for which the number of managers is appointed by each member varies based on the members’ 
respective ownership interests. Source: Micron 10-k report, 2018. 
Source: Bloomberg, Author 
Figure 6: Revenues by employee 
Figure 8: ROCE analysis 
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Figure 12: NAND maturity yield 
 
 
Figure 9: DRAM and NAND prices 
YOY 
enhancements for their future product. The R&D effort on cost structures have 
yielded results. The COGS-to-Sales 3Y average is 56% for Micron while the 
industry average is 67%, resulting in a cost advantage for Micron (see Appendix: 9 
for full metrics analysis).  
The capital employed has increased every year since 2016 combined with an 
increasing ROCE which means that Micron is managing to efficiently utilize their 
assets. For 2019 the Q2 (10-Q) report has indicated an increase of CAPEX to 
$9Billion, an increase of $0,121Billion. The increase is due to an effort to increase 
the amount of clean rooms used for production.  
Company strategies  
IMFT takeover and 3D Xpoint introduction 
On the 14th of January 2019 Micron disclosed that they are exercising their call 
option to buyout Intel from IMFT. The price is estimated to be around $1.5 billion 
in cash. This will dissolve Intel’s non-controlling interest in IMFT, as well as IMFT’s 
member debt. The takeover will result in IMFT being a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Micron. Micron plans to introduce 3D Xpoint to the market by the end of 2019, 
with a revenue ramp starting in 2020. However, based on prior agreements, 
Micron must sell 3D Xpoint memory wafers to intel one year after the deal is 
closed.  
The IMFT takeover is a part of the Microns strategy to diversify their products as 
DRAM accounted of 70% of the revenues in 2018. The investment provides 
Micron with an established manufacturing facility to produce 3D Xpoint3. 
R&D with high focus on improving yields 
Micron spent on average 9% of sales on R&D research the last three years. They 
recently expanded the amount of clean rooms used specifically for R&D. Their 
strategy is to improv how fast they can ramp up production from a certified 
product to full production, which maximizes the yields of the products. The past 
R&D results have improved the NAND “time to mature yields” with over 65% from 
the 16nm to the new 96layer chip. For DRAM the “time to mature yield” is 
reduced by over 50% from the 25nm chip to the 1Ynm chip.  
Collaborations with startup and universities to follow the AI market 
In 2018 Micron announced that they would launch a new $100 million venture 
fund program to target AI start-ups. Micron also announced a $1 million research 
and teaching grant program through Micron Foundation, targeting AI 
development. Since AI is at its early phase of industrialization a collaboration with 
start-ups and universities will give Micron valuable information about market 
developments and emerging technologies. New technologies like AI may require 
new chip architectures to optimize utilization. By collaborating with the market 




3 Forecast collected from Chris Mellor’s article in Blocks and Files 
(https://bit.ly/2NBWUCK). Forecast is done by Jim Handy, the memory guy at Objective 
Analysis and Mark Webb of MKW Ventures Consulting. 
Source: Company(10-k), Author 
Source: Micron 2019 analyst & 
investor webcast. 
Source: Article by Chris Mellor 
(See footnote 3) 
Source: Micron 2019 analyst & 
investor webcast. 
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Corporate governance  
Mr. Sanjay Mehrotra is the current CEO. Mehrotra was one of the co-founders of 
SanDisk Corporation founded in 1988. He eventually served as CEO from 2011 
until SanDisk’s sale in 2016. He became CEO of Micron shortly after, in May 2017.  
Board of directors’ structure and independence  
The board of directors are elected each year by the annual shareholder meeting. 
The board of directors consist of 8 members, where Robert E. Switz act as the 
chairman of the board. Per 2018, 85% of the board are independent. The industry 
average per 2018 is 62,5% independence, while the general recommendation is 
that 2/3 of the members should be independent.   
The board of directors has a standing of four committees  
• Audit committee – The committee has the purpose of overseeing and 
monitoring the integrity of the financial statement, the company’s 
compliance with legal and regulatory requirements, the independence of 
the auditors and performance of the company’s internal audit function.  
• Finance committee – The purpose is to represent and assist the board in 
conducting its responsibilities with respect to the Company’s financial 
policies, financial strategies and capital structure.  
• Governance and sustainability committee – The main responsibilities of 
the G&S committee are: Director compensation, Identification of 
candidates (board members), Sustainability, Development of corporate 
governance guidelines and oversight and evaluation.  
• Compensation Committee – The purpose is to assist the board in deciding 
the compensation to the Company’s officers.  
The board of directors is independent and diversified, there is not a single group 
or entity with major control over the decision making.   
Resource efficiency and social responsibility  
Micron strategy for ensuring a healthy and secure workplace consist of 
establishing a health and safety committees at every manufacturing site. The 
program involves all parts of the production working collectively to ensure a safe 
environment. Micron also have a big focus on environmental issues and strive to 
minimize the climate footprint. However, they have a bigger energy intensity per 
sales (000s MWh per $/Million) of 365 compared to the industry average of 343.  
Micron has a foundation to ensure social responsibility toward communities 
called Micron Foundation. The foundation has three areas of focus: 
• Inspiring learning – Deploys STEM outreach programs and partnerships.  
• Communities – Distributes $13,5 million to STEM programs and basic 
human needs in the communities where they operate.  
• Cultivate giving – A program where employees can do volunteer work for 
a good cause. Resulted in 150,000 employee hours spent on volunteer 
work. Micron also match employee donations up to $2 million.  
 
Figure 13: Microns shareholders 
 
 















Figure 15: Corporate governance   
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Source: Bloomberg, Author 
Source: Data: IDC, graph: Author 
Industry overview 
A highly cyclical industry  
The memory industry is highly cyclical, which is explained by the products sold 
being commodities. The products are differentiated by different industry 
standards for speed and power usage. The revenue growth of the memory market 
goes in cycles around the GDP growth of the overall economy.  The memory 
growth tends to move in cycles with 2years growth followed by 2years decline. 
The cycles have an upwards going trend (See attached revenue forecast). 
Industry size and markets  
The memory market of the semiconductor industry had revenues of $126 billion 
with a 3Y CAGR of 16%. The memory market consists of the following segments; 
Computing, Wireless Communication, Consumer, Industrial, Wired 
Communication and Automotive. In 2017 DRAM accounted for 58% of the 
revenues with a 3Y GAGR of 16%. Computing was the biggest segment accounting 
for $31 billion with a 3Y CAGR of 13%. Wireless communication was close to 
computing accounting for $30 billion but exhibits a much higher growth rate then 
computing the last three years with a CAGR of 27%. The Automotive segment is 
the least earning segment only generating $833 million. However, the segment 
had an exceptional strong growth the last three years with a CAGR of 38%  
 
The NAND market is still smaller than DRAM, accounting for 40% of the revenues 
in the memory market, but its growing faster than DRAM with a 3Y CAGR of 18%. 
Computing is the most important segment within NAND. It generated $23 billion 
and had a 3Y CAGR of 26%. Wireless communication is a close second generating 
$21 billion, but the 3Y CAGR is 14% indicated a weaker growth then the computer 
segment. As well as for NAND as for DRAM the automotive market is showing an 
exceptional strong growth with a 3Y CAGR of 18%, but the market is small, only 
generating $675 million.  
Declining growth in familiar markets 
Wireless communication and computing has been one of the biggest growth 
engines for the memory players in the market. Wireless communication has 
mainly been driven by exponential growth in the smartphone market with a 7Y 
CAGR of 16,27%. However, the growth has been declining fast the previous years 
and the market is now starting to mature with an expected CAGR to 2020 of 2,6%. 
The traditional revenue drivers as PC, laptops and tablets is also expected to 
continue a slow growth path. The total of smartphones, desktop PC’s, laptops and 
tablets had a 7Y previous CAGR of 10,06% but are expected to have a CAGR to 
2020 of 1,7%. 
Future growth opportunities  
A lot of new technological possibilities are emerging. Internet of things (IoT), 
Advanced Driver Asstive Systems (ASAD), Virtual- and Augmented Reality (VR and 
AR), Global cloud Computer and Storage (GCCM and GCSTM) are all relatively new 
emerging markets. All the markets are heavily dependent of memory products.  
Automotive is the fastest growing segment because of the transition to Advanced 
Driver Asstive Systems which require a substantial number of sensors and 
Figure 18:  Forecasted G and RV for 
phone and computer market 
 
 
Figure 17: Segment share and growth 
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Source: Data: GGCM -Accuray research LLP, 
GCSTM – Verified market research, VR/AR – 
Zion market research, ADAS- Allied market 
research, IoT – IoT Analytics. Graph: Author 
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Figure 21:  Memory price dynamics 
 
 
Source: Bloomberg, Author 
computing power. However, the revenue potential 4 is 3,6%, which is low even 
with a strong forecasted growth.  
Computing had the second highest 3Y past CAGR of 20,4% and is supported by a 
market share of 44% so the growth has a big impact on the overall revenues. VR, 
AR, GCCM and GCSTM are all expected to impact the future growth of the 
computing segment. VR and AR have the strongest anticipated growth until 2025 
with a CAGR of 63% followed by a strong earning potential of 20,5%. GCCM has 
the second strongest earning potential of 31,5% supported by a mid-range 
growth. Wireless communication had a 3Y CAGR of 17,1% with an overall market 
share in 2017 of 41,8%. The segment is heavily dependent of smartphone sales. 
However, IoT is already starting to affect the market. IoT is the most anticipated 
new segment in the semiconductor industry and all firms are taking steps to get 
involved. IoT has an earning potential of 39,5% combined with a strong CAGR of 
39,4% it can support the growth of the segment, even though smartphones are 
growing at a slower rate.  
Supply side perspective 
Market conditions for goods used in production 
The most critical component is memory production are Silicon Wafers and 
photomasks. The ASP of silicon wafers per square inch has gone from $1,4 in 2007 
to $0,74 in 2017. The reason the price has declined is overproduction, because 
wafer companies has been aggressively adding capacity the last years. Now that 
the semiconductor industry had a peak in their cycle in 2018 there is a constraint 
on the supply, driving prices to increase. The ASP is forecasted to increase 3-5% 
each quarter during 2019. However, as the semiconductor industry is expected to 
have a decline in growth during 2019, the prices of silicon wafer is expected to 
stabilize if wafer producers don’t expand capacity during 2019. All memory 
producers are in joint venture or are vertically integrated in photomask 
production, making the prices less critical for the supply of memory chips.  
Memory price dynamics 
The memory products are viewed as commodities by the market, and the pricing 
follows a boom-bust cycle. Demand has less pricing power as there is thousands 
of buyers and only 7 firms controlling the majority of the market shares. By 
analyzing the capacity expansion5 and the ASP of the industry 6 we can see how 
the price is increasing and decreasing as a direct consequence of adding capacity. 
From 2013-2015 the price is increasing, and manufactures are adding capacity 
resulting in an oversupply. As the price decrease in 2016 the manufactures reduce 
capacity resulting in an undersupply and a price increase. The cycles tend to 
repeat itself every second year. 
Constraint on the production 
Due to the undersupply of DRAM and NAND and adding of capacity in 2017-2018 
 




𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 2025
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 2025
 
5 Measured by the CAPEX growth YoY  
6 SIATOTL index – which is a ASP index of all semiconductor products 
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Figure 22:  Memory market shares 
 
 
Source: Statista, Author 
Figure 23:  Chinese market revenue 
 
 
Source: SEMI, Author 
Figure 24:  Investment in new fabs 
by firms in different countries 
 
 
Source: SEMI, Author 




the market has reached a new oversupply, which has caused the free fall of the 
average selling price. Most producers now decided to cut production. The average 
selling price of Micron’s products fell by 20 percent QoQ. As a result, Micron has 
announced they will cut production by 5% for DRAM and NAND for 2019. 
Samsung and SK Hynix have also announced a production cut (they have not 
announced the reduction amount) to try to infuse a price increase.  
Competitive positioning  
Market positioning of firms 
The memory market is a highly competitive oligopolistic market, which is defined 
by a few large firms with big market shares. However, the products are not 
differentiated resulting in a price war and competitive strategies based on game-
theory. Samsung is the leading player in both DRAM and NAND, controlling over 
30% of the market shares in both markets. SK Hynix and Micron is also big players 
in both markets, while the rest of the players are specialized in either one of the 
markets.  
Chinese market impacts  
The Chinese market accounted for 57% of microns revenues in 2018 and had a 2Y 
CAGR of 81%. The second biggest market was the US market, which accounted for 
12% of the revenues in 2018 with a 2Y CAGR of 37%. This proves how extremely 
important the Chinese market is for the memory industry. The market players 
face a significant risk of increased competition in the Chinese market. As a result 
of significant investments in the semiconductor industry by the Chinese 
government and various state owned or state affiliated firms that intends to 
advance in the Chinese market. The made in China 20257 plan sees the 
semiconductor industry as a key component. China has a target of producing 40% 
of all semiconductors it uses by 2020, and further increase to 70% in 2025. The 
plan is backed by governmental initiatives including tens of billions of dollars in 
investments of the country’s chip industry, as well as tax cuts for producers.   
A strategic diversification away from commodities 
Microns major products are NAND and DRAM which both are categorized as 
commodities, where they have little to non-price influence. Micron have the 
possibility to switch capacity on production of the two by analyzing price 
projections to maximize revenue. To diversify away from the risk of having no 
other products to rely on in the case of price stagnation in both markets, Micron 
have had a joint venture with Intel to develop a new memory class product called 
3D Xpoint. 3D Xpoint is a non-volatile memory and is characterized by massive in 
memory data base, fast system recovery, low latency and high endurance. The 
product has a write speed 1000 times faster than 3D NAND (10x faster according 
to reviews). The companies made clear in the Intel & Micron 3D Xpoint webcast 
that the product will not interfere with the 3D NAND roadmap, but target niche 
markets. The end user possibilities will be gaming, high fidelity pattern recognition 
and genomics which all require incredible high memory speed.  
The cost of producing 3D Xpoint per GB is estimated to be between NAND and 
DRAM. The CEO of Micron explained in the webcast that the technology will have 
 
7 A governmental initiative which aims to boost the production of higher-value products in 































Figure 26:  Cumulative return 
 
 
Figure 27:  MU metrics VS Peers 2018 
 
 
Figure 28:  DCF summary 
 
 
an aggressively scale ability which can give it cost advantages in the future. 
Market Research Future’ have projected the technology to reach revenues of $5 
billion in 2022 and is forecasted to have a CAGR of 13,7%.   
Investment summary 
The issued recommendation for Micron Technology will be buy as a result of the 
DCF valuation resulting in a price target of $41,38 and a upside potential of 
24,19% with medium risk (see appendix:  15 for investment risk reasoning). The 
evident start of a new bust-cycle and declining growth in familiar markets is 
reducing the upside potential for Micron technology. The introduction of 3D 
Xpoint and the uprising of the new tech markets combined with a better cost 
structure then its competitors support the evaluation of an upside potential.  
The start of a new bust-cycle 
The market has evidently started a new bust cycle with 2019 Q1 showing a decline 
of -6% in revenues Q/Q, Q2 with -26% decline Q/Q and Q3 with a -18% decline 
Q/Q. The bust cycle is forecasted to flatten out 2020 and go over to a positive 
growth in 2021. This is a result of the market starting to reduce capacity to shrink 
the oversupply of DRAM and NAND in the market.  
Reducing capacity and cost yields  
The cost structure of Micron is forecasted to increase as the capacity is reduced, 
which causes the “cost per GB of NAND and DRAM” to increase. The main cost 
driver COGS is forecasted an increase to 65% in 2019F and 68% in 2020F. The 
introduction of 3D Xpoint is also a factor which result is in a higher cost structure 
as it takes time to reach maturity yields for the product. The cost per GB of 
producing 3D Xpoint is estimated to be between DRAM and NAND8 and will not 
change the cost structure dramatically. However, as the capacity is increased and 
3D Xpoint reaches better cost yields COGS is estimated a decrease to 49% in 2021 
and 55% in 2022. 
A strong cash flow position should calm investors  
Even though costs are forecasted to increase, and revenues are in a steep decline 
Micron will still generate sufficient cash flows. Micron currently has a substantially 
lower cost structure then its competitors. Which results in a positive net income 
for 2019F, 2020F,2021F and 2022F. The recent years Micron went through a 
deleveraging process where they reduced their Debt/Equity ratio from 113% in 
2017 to 30% in the end of 2018, which substantially decrease the risk arising from 
unsustainable debt levels. The accumulated FCFF to 2022F is estimated to $11,6 
billion which is enough to complete the scheduled share repurchasing program of 
$10 Billion.  
Valuation methods 
The target price is calculated with a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) valuation using 
the Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) method. The model computes the 
Enterprise Value EV) of the firm, which is subtracted from net debt to derive the 
Equity Value (EQV). The price target of $41,38 is the result from dividing the EQV 
by the shares outstanding. A complimentary valuation using multiple valuation by 
 
8 Investor conference between Micron and Intel introducing 3D Xpoint.  
Source: Author estimates 
Source: Bloomberg, Author 















































































































Figure 29:  Revenue forecast  
 
 
Source: Author  
 
 




Source: Author, created in R  
 
 
Figure 31:  COGS forecast  
 
Source: Author  
 
 




Source: Author, created in R 
 
 
assessing the P/E, EV/SALES, EV/EBITDA has also been used to investigate the 
result of the DCF method, resulting in an average target price of $34,10.  
Investment risk 
Investors should be aware of the high volatility in prices for DRAM and NAND 
which can substantially affect Microns earning potential. Micron also face 
regulative risk in their most important market, China. An elaborated risk analysis 
is detailed in the investment risk section as well as a risk evaluation of the DCF 
method using sensitivity analysis and a Monte Carlo simulation.  
Valuation 
The investment recommendation is based on a DCF model with FCFF as the 
discounted value. The EV-value of Micron is estimated to be $48,094 billion. Net 
debt 2019F is estimated to be $2,185billion resulting in an equity value of $45,93 
billion. Estimated shares outstanding in 2019F is 1110 million shares, resulting in 
an estimated target price of $41,38.  
The DCF model is differentiated into three different periods: 
• 2019F-2022F: Explicit period (accounts for 24% of the price target) 
• 2023F-2028F: Fade period (accounts for -2% of the price target) 
• 2028F-Perpetuity: Terminal period (account for 78% of the price target) 
The reasoning for using a three-stage model is to ensure credibility in the 
forecasts. The purpose of the explicit period is to forecast the future values with 
line-item accuracy. However, as forecasts become less accurate for each time step 
included, an explicit forecast will not be used after 2022F. The fade period is used 
to ensure the long-term behavior of the business is reflected in the model. At last 
a terminal period will be added, which represent all future values after 2028F.  
Revenues 2019F-2028F 
To predict the revenues for the explicit period the model will be using a time 
series forecast based on the historical data of the revenues. An ARIMA 
(1,1,9)(2,1,1)  model is selected (See comprehensive revenue forecast document 
attached). The model has no lags outside the 95% confidence interval indicating it 
captures all information in the time series. The residuals are normally distributed 
and follows a white noise process. The model is consistent with the market 
research and predicts a CAGR (2019-2023) of 12%. The 3D Xpoint revenues is 
forecasted using the average of two forecasts estimated by Hardy and Webb (see 
Appendix 18: Revenue forecast).  
For the fade period a normalized quarterly growth rate of 4,40% is applied. The 
normalized growth rate is the average growth rate between two cycles (2013-
2019). The terminal growth rate is selected by using economic theory. Economist 
states to choose a rate between 4,5-5%, which reflects the economic opportunity 
created from the combined effect of population growth, inflation and general 
productivity increase9.  
 
Cost of goods sold 2019F-2028F 
The COGS is assumed to follow the time to maturity yield of new products and 
 

























































































































































Figure 34: COGS evolution 
 
 
Source: Bloomberg, Author 
 
 
Source: Authors estimates 
 
 
Figure 33: 3D Xpoint revenue forecast 
 
 
Source: 3D Xpoint: Hardy and Webb 
 
 
Source: Authors estimates 
 
 
production capacity. Historically memory firms introduce a new memory chip with 
increased memory capacity every second year, following the principals of “Moors 
Law”. The COGS for the explicit period are forecasting using a time series forecast. 
The model used is an ARIMA (2,1,0) model, which had the lowest AIC score of the 
candidate models. The model predicts an increase in cost for 2019F and 2020F 
which is consistent with the reduced production capacity and the introduction of 
the new 3D Xpoint chip. However, the COGS are assumed to decrease as the 
production ramp up and the products reach yield maturity.  
After conducting an industry analysis (Appendix: 9), we can see that Micron has a 
cost advantage over the market. However, for the long-term assumption it is not 
reasonable to assume that Micron will manage to keep the cost advantage in 
perpetuity. By analyzing the historical COGS from the industry (figure 34) we can 
conclude that Micron goes over and under the industry in cycles. The model 
assumes that the COGS for Micron will tend to the normalized industry average of 
70%, which is estimated by taking the average of two full cycles (2013-2018). 
Other relevant line-items 
SG&A, R&D and other operating (income) or expense shows much less volatility 
based on historical data. Therefor it is assumed a direct correlation between 
revenues and the respective line-item. To forecast the future values the model 
applies the past 3Y average ratio and multiplies it with the forecasted revenue.  
CAPEX (Explicit period) and D&A 
For CAPEX 2019F Micron has estimated an expenditure of $9billion. The estimate 
includes the expenditures caused by 3D Xpoint, which the previously shared with 
Intel. To forecast the CAPEX for the explicit period a 2Y average of 2018 and 2019F 
is used to reflect the most recent capital structure of the firm. The rate is 
multiplied with the forecasted revenues. For D&A a 3Y average is used resulting in 
a depreciation rate of 22% multiplied by the value of fixed assets.  
Weighted Average Cost of Capital 
To discount the FCFF the WACC is used. The WACC shows small fluctuations YoY 
depending on several factors. For the cost of equity, the CAPM model has been 
used. The risk-free rate data is taken from Bloomberg the 02.08.2019 and is 
equivalent to a long-term governmental bond. The market risk premium is taken 
from Bloomberg the 02.08.2019 and is equivalent to the expected return of the 
US market, calculated by using a relevant market index. The beta is calculated by 
taking the unlevered beta of Microns peers and applying Microns debt structure 
and tax rate for each respective year. The cost of debt (Appendix 10: Debt 
Schedule) is calculated each year by forecasting the debt repayment of the 
current notes and loans. The debt/equity ratio is assumed constant and 
approximately equal to 42%. The rate is determined by taking the average D/E 
ratio over the two last cycles (2013-2018).   
Fade period 
The furthermost important role of the fade period is to ensure that the return on 
capital employed converges to a reasonable level before a subsequent perpetuity 
formula is applied to the terminal value. This approach can help with a common 
problem in valuation models, which is to underestimate the capital expenditure 
requirements making the FCFF to high.  
Figure: 36: Debt/Equity and WACC 
















































































































ARIMA Forecast Growth rate forecast


















Source: Authors estimates 
 
 
Source: Authors estimates 
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Source: Authors estimates 
 
 
To adjust the return-on-capital ratio we can either adjust the costs, so the profit 
level is set to an appropriate return on capital. However, the DCF model will use a 
capital base adjustment, which will keep more integrity in the IS, on the expense 
of a less realistic BS (See Appendix 8: ROCE analysis and adjustments)  
The appropriate return-on capital at the end of the fade period will typically be 
some margins over the WACC, which mean that it still will be some positive 
economic profit. To adjust the capex-to-sales I have used solver, so the return-on-
capital is adjusted to a desirable level. This model we will assume an economic 
profit of 1 % in perpetuity and converge to a ROCE of 12% in the end of the fade 
period, which is the industry average over the two past cycles.  
Screening process of peers 
To better asses the credibility of the DCF valuation a multiple approach will be 
used to compare the result. The selection process of peers consists of 5 screening 
stages, where the initial group was selected using the market shares of the 
industry. Next the group will be evaluated by investigating the similarity of 
products, growth, capital structure and size. In the end the group consisted of 5 
firms consistently displaying similarity in products, growth and capital 
expenditures (Appendix 11: Comparable companies).  
Multiple valuation 
The estimated price target using the multiple approach is $34,10, which supports 
the theory that Micron is undervalued. The price target is estimated using the 
EV/Sales (2,00x) and the EV/EBITDA (6,41x). The ratios measure the value of the 
firm using operational parameters. To account for the cyclical variability in sales 
and EBITDA the past 3Y average of the ratios have been used.  
Financial analysis 
Revenues drives the variation in EBIT 
The EBIT margin has grown rapidly from 2016 until 2018, before it is predicted to 
plummet in 2019F. The EBIT growth has mainly been driven by an increase in the 
ASP of DRAM and NAND sales volumes, following a boom cycle. The EBIT variation 
is closely correlated to the revenues and less effected by the costs. The cost 
structure of Micron exhibits less volatility compared to the volatility of the 
revenues. The EBIT is predicted to fall as the market is entering a bust-cycle and 
not increase again before the predicted revenue increase in 2021F. For the fade 
period the EBIT margin is predicted to be stable around 18-19% as a normalized 
growth rate is used to forecast the revenues.  
Deleveraging before the bust cycle 
In 2015 Micron finalized the acquisition of Inotera Memories by acquiring the rest 
of the outstanding shares, a transaction valued approximately $4billion. This 
substantially increased Micron debt levels. However, since 2015 Micron has used 
considerable amount of its cash to repay debt. The debt to equity reached 113% 
2016 and ended at 30% in 2018. Micron is dependent on low debt levels as they 
now enter a new bust-cycle. To capitalize on new opportunities and to maintain 
the high capex investments Micron must be able to obtain capital from the capital 
markets at a reasonable rate. After the operational cash flows Micron is estimated 
to need additional $3,7billion in capital to maintain a positive cash flow. Microns 
debt levels are estimated to lower as the cycle are starting to turn in 2021F.  
Figure: 37: Ratio multiples 
Figure: 39: Interest coverage 












































Source: Authors estimates 
 
 
ROCE and Economic profit 
Micron have generated a high return on its employed capital the recent years, 
combined with a moderate cost of capital the economic profit has averaged 13% 
for the base years 2016 to 2018. For 2019F the decrease in revenue combined 
with a growth in the capital expenditures lowers the ROCE, but as the ROCE is still 
higher than the WACC the economic profit will be positive. As for 2020F the 
capital employed is growing faster than the revenues. The result is a stagnation in 
ROCE combined with a flat WACC creates an economic loss. However, the 
economic profit is forecasted to increase again as the revenues increase in 2021F. 
For the fade period the economic profit averages 1%.  
Strategic reward for shareholders 
Micron is currently not paying dividends. However, In May 2018 the board of 
directors authorized and announced that Micron will initiate a stock repurchasing 
program, starting in 2019. The repurchasing program will aim to repurchase 
$10billion of outstanding common stock. A buyback fits Micron’s business model 
better than dividends as it provides much more flexibility on the cash usage. From 
the forecast it is reasonable for Micron to reinvest the FCFF in the firm instead of 
a buyback in 2019F and continue the buyback plan in 2020F as the cash flows are 
increasing again. The forecasted cumulative FCFF for 2019F to 2022F is $11,6 
billion, which is enough to complete the stock repurchasing program.   
Investment risks 
 
Operational risk | Unable to improve cost per GB(OP1) 
Historically micron have regularly been able to improve their cost per GB by 
reducing costs and adding more capacity to the chips. Without improving cost per 
GB Micron will risk losing a significant portion of their operating margin. Micron 
have already stated a production cut which will affect the cost per GB.  






















































Operational risk | A broader product portfolio (OP2) 
Micron will introduce their 3D Xpoint product in 2019. This product class has only 
existed in the market 1 year through Intel’s Optane chip. Intel has already 
achieved first move advantage and started to capture market shares in the niche. 
The operational margin will be affected by how the market receives the product 
and how well the product compares to Intel’s Optane. The yield ramp will be 
slower since Micron don’t have experience in scaling the product and the cost per 
GB will likely increase.  
Market risk |Competitors resources (MR 1)  
Some of Microns competitors are substantially larger corporations. Many of the 
competitors have larger resources to invest in technology, capitalize on fast 
immerging opportunities and withstand future bust cycles. Micron is specialized in 
the memory market, while most of the competitors are present in several markets 
within the semiconductor industry. This makes them able to switch capacity 
between different markets faster dependent on future earning potentials. 
Market risk |Decline in familiar markets (MR 2) 
Many of microns highest earning segments have declined in growth and future 
projections support the assumptions of a continuation in declined growth. If new 
emerging markets cannot generate enough demand to support a higher growth it 
can adversely affect Microns future revenue earnings.  
Market risk |Price volatility (MR 3) 
Micron and many of its competitors have the possibility to ramp up production 
which will have a considerable impact on supply. An increase in the world supply 
of memory and storage, if not followed by an equal increase in demand would 
cause a further decrease in the average selling price. A decrease in the ASP will 
adversely affect microns operating margins, results and financial condition.  
Market risk |Chinese governmental market interference (MR 4) 
Micron face the risk of increased competition because of the substantial 
investments by the Chinese government in the IC market. The result can further 
increase the market shares of Chinese firms in the Chinese market.   
Financial risk | Sufficient cash flows for CAPEX (FR1) 
The cash flows are primarily dependent on the volume of memory products sold, 
cost per GB and ASP. Any change in these factors can adversely affect the cash 
flow holdings. To improving production efficiency, process technology and 
support future growth opportunities Micron are dependent on heavily CAPEX 
investments with an estimated CAPEX of 2019 equal to $9 billion.      
Financial risk |Negative return on capital investments (FR2) 
Micron invest a substantial part of their cash flows in CAPEX. Investments in 
CAPEX may not generate expected returns or enough cash flows. Any delay in the 
plans of ramping up production or postponements in construction of new facilities 
will affect Micron’s financial position.  
Political Risk | Huawei (RR1) 
On May 15th, 2019 the US government banned US entities from doing business 
with Huawei, a major electronics producer based in China. The ban resulted from 
the Chinese governmental involvement in the firm and claims of espionage. The 
ban has resulted in a $200 million loss in revenue for Micron, due to sale 
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restraints. Microns CEO stated in June: “We determined that we could lawfully 
resume shipping a subset of current products because they are not subject to 
export administration regulations and entity list restrictions”. New York Times 
stated that Micron had found a way to bay pass the ban, because the ban applies 
to American-made products, where most of Microns products are made outside 
the US. However, Huawei is Microns top customer and the ban might substantially 
impact Huawei financial position which might again affect the volume of products 
purchased from Micron.10  
Regulatory risk | Chinese market restrictions (RR 1) 
Micron states in its 10-k report that it risks the Chinese government to implement 
regulations that can affect how much Micron can participate in the Chinese 
market. This might be implemented by the Chinese, so they accomplish their 
stated national policy objectives.   
Risks to price target 
Terminal economic profit: The assumed terminal ROCE will significantly affect the 
price target. The evaluation changes to a hold recommendation if the economic 
profit in perpetuity is zero. However, if the economic profit falls under-1,5% the 
recommendation changes to sell. An economic profit between -1,5% and -0% will 
result in a reduce recommendation, while an economic profit between 0% and 1% 
will result in hold recommendation. An economic profit greater than 1% will result 
in a buy recommendation.   
Table 3: Sensitivity evaluation of the terminal ROCE. 
 
Source: Authors estimates  
Revenue growth rate and COGS: A 0,25% change in the revenue growth will 
result in an approximately 1,7% change in the potential. To change the 
recommendation to hold the revenue growth would have to decrease to 3,65%. 
For the recommendation to change to reduce the COGS would have to increase 
7,07%. The COGS are very volatile and 7,07% is not unlikely to happen. From 2007 
to 2018 Micron had a range of COGS from 41% to 109%.  
 
10 Reuters, article: «Micron resumes some chip shipments to Huawei, boosting stock”. Written by Sayanti Chakraborty and Stephen Nellis, June 25. 




Table: 4: Sensitivity of revenue growth (fade) and COGS (fade) 
 
Source: Authors estimates 
Monte Carlo simulation:  
As complimentary analysis of the price target a Monte Carlo simulation was 
performed. The price target was the output while the inputs where: COGS – fade, 
Growth Rate (DRAM/NAND/Other), Growth Rate (Perpetuity), SG&A, R&D and 
ROCE terminal. As it is not one variable controlling the explicit sales it was not 
possible to model so it was excluded. All variables were assigned a normal 
distribution.  
Table 5: Results Monte Carlo simulation 
 
Source: Software – Oracle Crystal Ball 
The Monte Carlo simulation was modelled using 100.000 iterations. The mean 
from the simulations is 24,81% with a standard deviation of 17,38%. The potential 
ranges from -48,94% to 104,67%. The simulation results in a 1,88% probability for 
sell, 17,86% probability for reduce, 20,08% probability for hold and a 60,18% 
probability for a buy recommendation. The simulation strengthens the belief of a 
buy recommendation. The most sensitive variable was the ROCE terminal value 
which determines the economic profit in perpetuity. The sales growth (fade) and 
COGS (fade) all had sensitivity above 10%. 
Source: Author 
















Micron as a portfolio asset 
 
Regression analysis 
To obtain basic information about the stock performance of MU a time series 
regression has been used from May 2013 to May 2019. The stock has been 
regressed against the S&P 500, which is assumed to represent the US market. As 
comparison two of the biggest firms in the technology sector has been included 
(Apple, Inc. and Alphabet, Inc.).  
Beta 
From the regression analysis MU has a beta of 1,7 which means that the stock 
moves 1,7x the market, which is very volatile. In comparison Alphabet and Apple 
closely follow the market with a beta of 0,99x and 1,17x. 
Alpha 
All stocks outperformed the market index with an alpha > 0. However, the p-value 
of the regression is over 0,05 which indicates that the factor is not statistically 
relevant. Investors should investigate the alpha at different sites which quote risk 
factors related to stocks. 
Market influence on the stock 
The Micron stock has an R-squared of 0,15, indicating that only a small portion of 
the stock movement can be explained by market movement. This indicates a lot 
of risk as the stock movements is harder to predict based on the general market. 
This implies that the Micron would be hard to Beta-hedge as it would require 
constant re-balancing, resulting in low beta hedging efficiency. In comparison 
both Alphabet and Apple exhibits higher R-squared values of 0,24. Investors are 
recommended not to use the Micron stock for beta hedging.  
Semiconductor portfolio construction 
Selection of firms 
The PHLX Semiconductor Sector Index (ticker: SOX) is a market capitalization-
weighted index composed of 28 US firms. The firms are primarily involved with 
the design, distribution, manufacture and sale of semiconductors. The index is 
very useful for investors which seeks an investment object that fully covers the US 
semiconductor market. To construct a portfolio which covers the whole US 









Figure: 43: Regression output 





Risk and reward 
Figure 44: SOX index decomposition; Risk and return. 
 
Source: Data: Bloomberg, Graph: Author 
Micron has a favorable expected monthly return of 2,5% (5th highest) compared to 
the peer’s average of 2,1%. However, the returns exhibit a lot of volatility with a 
std. dev of 12% (2nd highest), 310 basis points over the peer’s average. The Sharpe 
Ratio has been applied to compare the risk over reward for the industry peers. 
The high volatility does not justify the return and Micron falls right under the 
industry average of 0,22.  
Sharp ratio maximized- and volatility minimized portfolios  
To verify weather Microns stock should be bought or sold two hypothetical 
portfolios will be constructed using Mean Variance Theory (MVT). The first 
portfolio will seek to create an asset of semiconductor firms in the US that 
maximize the return over risk, which will be quantified using the Sharpe Ratio. The 
second portfolio will aim to construct an asset that will cover all the US 
semiconductor firms, which minimizes the potential risk. The ratio used to 
quantify risk will be the std. dev of the portfolio.  
Portfolio construction 








































As we can see from figure 45 the Micron stock (R: 2,5%, σ=12%) is one of the 
most volatile stocks. An investor which wish to hold a position in the 
semiconductor industry is recommended to include several assets as it would 
greatly reduce the unsystematic risk. By constructing a Minimum Variance 
Portfolio (MVP) (R: 1,6%, σ=3,1%) of all the SOX components an investor can 
reduce the risk with 8,9% (and give up 0,9% potential return), compared to solely 
investing in the Micron stock. An investor which seeks to maximize the return 
given the risk would be recommended to invest in a Sharpe Ratio Maximized 
Portfolio (SRMP) (R: 5,3%, σ=6,3%). The SRMP asset increases the potential return 
with 3,1%, while simultaneously reducing the risk with 5,7% compared to solely 
investing in the Micron stock.  
Both portfolios include a long position in the MU stock 
Even though Microns stock exhibits a lot of risk, a big part of the risk can be 
diversified away due to the correlation between the SOX components. The MVP 
portfolio includes a 1% weighted long position in Micron. The SRMP includes a 5% 
weighted position in Micron (see Appendix: 17 for full analysis). 
Limitations of using Mean Variance Theory 
The assumptions for using mean variance theory is limiting the use of the model. 
The model assumes that all returns are normally distributed, which is rarely the 
case. The model assumes that all expected returns, variances and covariances are 
known for all investors, which is unrealistic. The model also assumes that it is no 
transaction costs, which we know is not true. Small input errors can cause 
completely wrong calculations making the model likely to be estimation biased. 
An investor which use MVT to construct a portfolio will need to constantly 
rebalance the portfolio as new daily returns change the E[R], variance and 


























































Appendix 8: ROCE analysis 
 
  
In the past Micron has achieved a considerable higher ROCE as its competitors. For 2017 and 2018 Micron realized a 
ROCE of 20% and 44%, while the industry on average realized 12% and 13%. The ROCE has been decomposed to 
identify efficiency drivers. The main ROCE drivers has been DRAM the past years. DRAM has gone from a revenue 
share of 58% in 2016 to 70% in 2018. The main reason is the increase in ASP for DRAM, while the ASP has stagnated 
for NAND. Micron also displays a better cost structure then the industry realizing a COGS/Revenue of 58% and 41% 
while the industry average was at 64% and 63% for 2017 and 2018. The capex declined in 2017 while heavily 
increasing again in 2018 as the industry peaked in the boom-cycle. Micron also managed to sustain a higher ROA for 
2017 and 2018 compared to the industry.  
Capital employed model adjustments:  
Capital employed/Working Capital is commonly calculated as total assets – current liabilities. The DCF model will 
use an adjusted capital employed = Total fixed assets + Operating Working Capital. Where operating working capital 
excludes non-operating items. The biggest effect of the adjustment will be the exclusion of Cash & Equivalents. The 
reasoning for excluding Cash & Equivalents is that the account is usually invested in fixed income products which 
results in a stable risk-free return. By excluding non-operating items in CE the ROCE will better reflect the return 
created by assets engaged in operating activities, which is the true value drivers of Micron. The implication of the 
adjustment is that the ROCE and in turn economic profit will be higher than if an investor used the non-adjusted 
working capital to calculate ROCE or economic profit. From the ratio analysis we can see that the economic profit for 
the fade period is positive, while the FCFF is negative. However, by using a non-adjusted ROCE the economic profit 
would also be negative. A positive implication is that model adjust the true value drivers of the company to a 






Appendix 9: Metrics comparison between Micron and the memory market 
 
Micron outperform the industry in most areas for 2018. However, by analyzing the data for a longer time horizon, 
Microns metrics are closely related to the industry averages. For 2018 micron exhibits a lower COGS, SG&A, R&D and 
tax rate relative to revenues. The COGS to revenue advantage can be influenced by Microns revenues which is more 
influenced by DRAM then other memory. Micron is also constantly improving the DRAM maturity yields, which mean 
that they reach cost optimization faster for each new product they start producing. Micron also used considerably 
less on SG&A then its competitors. For R&D Micron spent 7%, while the industry averaged at 9%. Intel and Micron 
had a strategic collaboration through IMFT to research and develop 3D Xpoint, resulting in R&D costs cut in half for  
3D Xpoint.  
For the period 2007-2018, Micron have had a slightly competitive advantage in the cost structure. Realizing a 2% 
advantage for COGS and SG&A compared to the rest of the industry players. Micron had an average of 10% in R&D, 
which is 2% over the industry average. One of the main targets of R&D expenses for Micron is to reduce the yield to 
maturity of new products. The higher R&D expenditures might be an explanation to why Micron today have a much 
better cost structure then the average.  
For 2018, Microns return metrics is much better than the industry average. The ROE is 55%, which is exceptionally 
good considering the low leverage. Micron had leverage multiplier of 1,30x, while the industry had an average of 
1,80x. By analyzing the time period 2007-2018, Microns return metrics are more related to the industry averages. 
However, micron still realizes a 1,52% higher return on invested capital, which is the most important factor 
considering the capital requirements in the industry.   
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Appendix 10: Debt schedule 
 
The debt information is collected from the 10-k 2018 report, with the rate reflecting the effective rate for each instrument. The rest of the table shows the calculated 
balance for the current and long-term obligations for each loan during the explicit period. All new capital is assumed required through the new credit facility agreement 
which Micron entered in the end of 2018.  




Debt schedule explicit period snapshot: 
 
Debt schedule fade period:  
 




Appendix 11: Comparable companies  
Microns revenue is mostly driven by DRAM and NAND chips which account for 96% of the revenue. The rest of the 
revenue is shared by memory storage (memory cards and SSD) and advanced data solutions (3D xpoint). Therefore, 
DRAM and NAND producers will be used as comparable companies. The DRAM/NAND markets is an oligopoly 
consisting of few suppliers so the amount of comparable businesses is limited, which can make the analysis biased 
due to lack of comparable companies. However, since the industry is unique due to the immense capital 
requirement the use of an index would not be appropriate. The selection of peers will consist of a 5-stage screening 
process where the companies will be evaluated for: Industry, similar products, growth, capital expenditures and size.  
1st step: Selecting peers based on the DRAM/NAND industry  
The peers selected for evaluation as peer is the all the firms with a market share in the DRAM/NAND markets (Figure 
22 – competitive positioning). By participating in the DRAM/NAND market the firms should have relatively similar 
products and capital expenditures as Micron. The selected companies include Samsung (005930.KS), SK Hynix 
(000660.KS), Nanya (2408.TW), Winbond (2344.TW), Toshiba (TOSBF), WDC (WDC) and Intel (INTC).  
2st step: Screening based on revenue generation 
To check if the core business of the peer’s match Microns business structure a product/revenue ratio is used. The 
threshold for deeper investigation is set at 20%.  
• Intel: Intel only generate 6% of its revenue from memory chips, which may indicate that the core business 
does not match Micron. However, 100% of intel’s revenue is from the semiconductor industry which share 
similar capital requirements and growth outlooks. Intel’s revenue is more diversified in the industry where 
the main product is microprocessors which consist of a similar production process as DRAM and NAND. Intel 
will not be excluded after the 2nd screening.  
 
Source: Data: Bloomberg, graph: Author. 
3rd step: Screening based on growth:  
The ratio used to measure growth opportunity is past ROCE. The reasoning for choosing ROCE is that it also accounts 
for the capital efficiency, which is crucial for growth in the semiconductor industry. The analysis will consist of past 
historical data from 2014-2018 to measure consistency in ROCE, as the industry moves in cycles. To identify outliers 
the std. dev will be used to measure consistency, where each year consist of an average and +- 1 std. dev as inner 
and outer bounce.  
Micron Samsung Sk hynix Nanya Winbond Toshiba WDC Intel
Memory chips 96% 26% 100% 100% 100% 10% 47% 6%















Source: Data: Bloomberg, graph: Author. 
From the analysis Winbond and Toshiba is consistently out of the interval. Toshiba have a 3Y average ROCE of 9,23% 
and Winbond have a 3Y average ROCE of 9,73% while the peer average 3Y ROCE is 20%. Similar growth possibilities 
are one of the most important factors for evaluating businesses based on peers. However, the firms will still be 
included in the rest of the screening process.  
4th step: Screening based capital expenditures:  
One of the most important characteristics for the semiconductor industry is the extreme capital requirements. To be 
certain the peers consistently display the same capital structure as Micron the same methodology for the growth 
screening will be applied. Capex-to-sales will be the determining factor.  
   
Source: Data: Bloomberg, Source: Author 
Based on the analysis the consistent outliers are Toshiba and Winbond. Toshiba had an 3Y average capex-to-sales 
ratio of 4,39% and Winbond had an 3Y average of 3,86%, while the peers had an 3y average of 20,77%. The reason 
Toshiba and Winbond has a lower capex-to-sales is the strong diversification into memory storage segment which 
require lower capital expenditures then producing the memory chips. However, Micron is also involved in the 
memory storage segment and including a competitor from this segment would not be unreasonable.  
5th step: Screening based on size: 
A similar size support the credibility of the multiple valuation. Size influences revenues, growth opportunities and 
strategic decisions. The ratio used to evaluate the size of the firms is EV-peer/EV-Micron. The peers display a lot of 
variability regarding size compared to Micron. It would be impossible to disregard every peer that shows a significant 
size difference, due to the lack of similar peers. However, the size screening will be compared against the other 







01.01.2014 01.01.2015 01.01.2016 01.01.2017 01.01.2018
Micron Samsung Sk hynix Nanya Winbond








01.01.2013 01.01.2014 01.01.2015 01.01.2016 01.01.2017 01.01.2018
Micron Samsung Sk hynix Nanya Winbond
Toshiba WDC Intel (-1) std. dev (+1) std. Dev
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all produce similar products, display a reasonable growth rate and tends to have the same capital structure as 
Micron.  
 
Source: Data: Bloomberg, Graph: Author. 
Results peer selection: 
The criteria for being selected as a peer is that the peer can pass 3 out of 5 screenings. The result of the screenings is 
represented below:  
 
Source: Author.  
Appendix 12: Multiple valuation: 
To value Microns target value through multiples three ratios have been considered: Price over earnings per share 
(P/E), enterprise value over sales (EV/Sales) and enterprise value over EBITDA(EV/EBITDA). The memory industry 
moves in cycles which must be accounted for when valuating using a multiple approach. In 2018 the industry 
reached the peak of a boom cycle resulting in record sales and EBITDA, which is reflected in the ratios selected. In 
the 2019F the industry is entering a bust cycle, which mean comparing the 2018 ratios with the forecasted 2019F 
values would result into a pessimistic valuation. To adjust the ratios the for cyclicality the ratios used in the 
calculations are estimated as an average of the three past years.  
Ratio results 
 












The P/E ratio is easy to read and simply shows the price divided by the earning per share and is commonly used in 
valuation. However, the P/E ratio is sensitive to the leverage of the company. In the memory industry firms show an 
extremely volatile debt structure, where they are more leveraged in bust-cycles and deleveraged in boom-cycles. 
Micron went from a D/E ratio of 113% to 30% in 2018. As a result, the P/E ratio will not be considered for the final 
price target.  
EV/Sales and EV/EBITDA are operational ratios which compares operations result between firms and does not 
depend on the leverage. By applying the EV/Sales ratio the price target is estimated to be $39,60 with a upside 
potential of 18,86%. The sales are forecasted to decrease in 2019F, however by taking the average of the cycle the 
sales indicate a upside potential. Applying the EV/EBITDA ratio implies a price target of $28,60, which is a downside 
potential of -14,16%. The EV/EBITDA ratio also takes into account the operational costs, which is forecasted to 
increase during 2019F. The accumulated effect of decreased sales and higher operational costs indicates a downside 
potential.  
The price target of Micron using the multiple approach will be $34,10, which is derived by taking the average of the 
EV/Sales- and EV/EBITDA ratio. The multiple valuation supports the DCF valuation that Micron is undervalued, 

























Appendix 13: DCF assumptions  
 
Unlevered beta calculations:  
 
 WACC calculations: 
 
  
The WACC variation YoY is influenced by the different D/E and the cost of debt. See the debt schedule for 
computations regarding cost of debt. For 2019F a quarterly discount rate will be applied, since only 2019 Q4 needs 
to be discounted to the present value.  
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Appendix 14: DCF model 
  







Source: BPI investment classification 
The investment recommendation is based on BPI’s investment rating and risk classification. The recommendation 
will vary depending on which scale the investor use to classify assets. This analysis of Micron classifies Micron as a 
medium risk based on several factors. 
Fundamental factors: 
The main revenue driver DRAM is very volatile. The ASP went from +6% in 2014 to -35% in 2016 to +36% in 2018, 
which is signs of a high-risk investment. However, Micron has a better cost structure combined with better return 
efficiencies then its competitors. Micron is also able to efficiently gear between leverage in different cycles, which 
makes them able to generate stable cash flows. The fundamental analysis tends towards a medium risk assessment. 
Stock factors:  
The stock has a high volatility compared with its peers in the SOX index. However, the stock also generates sufficient 
returns resulting in a Sharpe Ratio only slightly lower than the SOX average. From the regression analysis Micron has 
an alpha > 0, meaning that the stock has slightly overperformed over the market in the past. The risk rising from the 
volatility can be efficiently reduced by including Microns stock in a well-diversified portfolio (see appendix: 17). The 
risk assessment from the stock factors tends to a medium risk assessment.  
Conclusion 
The upside potential result from the DCF analysis results in a Buy recommendation as Micron is classified as medium 
risk. However, an investor should identify their own risk metrics and risk willingness to the assess the potential. An 
investor which classify Micron as high risk would change the recommendation to hold, based on BPI’s 
recommendation scale.  
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Appendix 16: Sensitivity analysis 
Risk free rate (RF) vs Expected Market Return:  
 
CAPEX-to-Sales vs Depreciation: 
 







Appendix 17: Porters five forces 
Threat of new entrants: Low 
The threats of new entrants in the market is extremely low because of the intense CAPEX requirement to operate in 
the industry. The average CAPEX for firms in the memory industry in 2018 were $4,4 billion including non-fab firms. 
However, it exists firms in the semiconductor which operates “fab-less”, meaning they outsource the production or 
focus strictly on R&D. This will radically reduce the capex exposure. But there are no fab-less firms in the memory 
market, and it is highly unlikely to occur. The biggest threat of new entrants in the memory market is if one of the 
already existing semiconductor producers decides to enter the memory market. These firms will already have 
facilities and experience in producing chips, which makes it easier to enter the market.  
Threat of Substitutes: Low 
There is no immediate available substitute for DRAM or NAND. However, there is new emerging memory products 
like: 3D Xpoint, MRAM, ReRAM Etc. Which can act as a substitute for traditional memory. But the process of making 
new memory products is slow and it allows competitors time to closely monitor the evolution, and continuously 
assess if they want to invest in the technology as well.   
 
Bargaining power of suppliers: Moderate 
The main components of memory chips are: Silicon wafers, photomasks, chemicals, gases, photoresist, lead frames 
and molding compound. Silicon wafers have over 20+ manufacturing companies where no player has a dominant 
market share position. Most memory producers have vertically integrated the production of photomasks or went 
into a joint venture with a producer. The rest of the raw goods are more commodities and does not require as much 
customization. The bargain power of suppliers over Micron is moderate.  
 
Power of buyers: Insignificant 
Customers of DRAM/NAND are highly price sensitive and their switching costs are quite low, as the products are 
commodities. However, the number of buyers is in thousands while there is only 4 DRAM producers and 6 NAND 
producers. The imbalance of the number of buyers and sellers push the market power over to the suppliers. 
Rivalry among industry players: High 
The memory industry is highly competitive. DRAM and NAND can be bought from either one of the suppliers with 
small switching costs. The dominant factor is mostly price, because the performance between chips with the same 





Threat of new entrants
Threat of Substitutes
Bargaining power of suppliersPower of buyers
Rivalry among industry players
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Appendix 18: Portfolio construction  
Methodology: 
Mean Variance Theory (MVT) has been used to construct the two portfolios. The data is collected using Bloomberg. 
The assets are the decomposition of the SOX index, which amounts to 28 firms. The time horizon for the data is two 
cycles 2013 to 2018 using monthly data.  
1st step: Returns 
All the monthly returns are collected between 2013-2018. After collecting the returns the Expected return (E[R]) is 
calculated using the average function. The Std. dev is calculated as the square root from the variance function.  
2nd step: Excess returns 
The excess returns are calculated for each stock. The excess returns = array (all returns)-E[R], for all stocks.  
3rd step: Variance-Covariance matrix 
The variance-covariance matrix is calculated using the excess returns. The formula consists of matrix algebra and 
uses built in excel functions. The variance-covariance matrix = MMULT(TRANSPOSE(excess return matrix);(excess return 
matrix))/(COUNT(Rows: excess return matric)-1) 
4th step: Portfolio calculations 
The portfolio is constructed by first giving each assets an equal weight. The portfolio return = 
=MMULT(TRANSPOSE(weight vector);(expected return vector). The std.dev of the portfolio = 
SQRT(MMULT(TRANSPOSE(weight vector);MMULT(variance-covariance matrix; weight vector))).The Sharpe Ratio = 
(E[R]-Rf)/(Std.dev). The SRMP was constructed using the following parameters in solver: Max the Sharpe Ratio, by 
changing the weights of the assets, with the constraint that the sum of all weights = 100%. The MVP was constructed 
using the following parameters: Min std. dev, by changing the weights of the assets, with the constraint that the sum 
of all weights = 100%. For both portfolios’ solver was allowed to make non-constraints variables negative, which 


















Appendix 19: Revenue forecast  
 
The revenue forecast is split into four different forecasts. An ARIMA forecast has been used to forecast the explicit 
period for all revenues except 3D Xpoint. The reasoning behind using an ARIMA model (See attached support 
document for the ARIMA forecasting) is the lack of specific data regarding pricing and production of DRAM and 
NAND. After forecasting to 2022F a normalized growth rate has been applied to reflect the revenue in the fade 
period. 
3D Xpoint revenues 
 
Micron expects to lunch its 3D Xpoint product in late 2019F. Currently Intel is the only competitor which produces 
3D Xpoint through its Optane product. Two forecasts where available for 3D Xpoint revenues until 2023. To derive 
Microns portion of the revenue an average has been applied to the two forecasts, then the revenue has been 
calculated from the market shares. I have assumed Intel will retain a stronger market share position due to first 
movers’ advantage. I assume Micron will obtain 50% of the market shares 2 years after the launch. From 2023F to 
2028F a CAGR of 13,7% has been used estimated by MRFR Analyst.
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Time Series Revenue Forecast: Support document 
1. Forecasting: Micron Technologies revenues 
The objective of this forecast is to forecast the quarterly revenues of Micron Technologies from 2019Q2 
until 2022Q4. The forecast will be used to conduct an investment recommendation on Micron 
Technology.  
1.2 Data used for forecasting 
The data set used for the forecast contains the quarterly revenues of MU from 1991Q1 until 2019Q2. 
The data is downloaded from the Bloomberg terminal the 28.06.2019.  
2. Decomposition of the data set 
Figure 1: Decomposition of the quarterly revenue time series.  
We can decompose the time series in three different components. The data exhibits an upward sloping 
trend. A seasonal component and a random component. 
To create a model the time-series need to be stationary (at least weakly stationarity). This assumptions 
require that all random variables have the same mean, variance and that the covariances should not 
depend on time (second order stationarity). 
 
Graphically (Figure 1), we can see that data is not stationarity, because for different time frames the 
time series have different means. To apply a model to the time series it needs to also account for the 







3. Data transformations 
3.1 First difference: 
 
𝐷𝑌 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑌𝑡 − 1 
 
Using the formula for first difference we can create a differentiated time series. The time series is 
created in R using the following code: DY <- diff(Y). We can run a diagnostic on the time series using the 
autoplot() function:  
 
Figure 2: time plot of the first difference 
Visually examination of the plot shows that the time series exhibits more stationary traits. The mean is 
now mean reverting around 0. The variance is still not stationary and seem to increase over time. This 
might be removed by using a model which includes a seasonal component. We can use an Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller test to test the differentiated series for stationarity using the adf() function in R:  
 
 
 Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test 
 
data:  DY 
Dickey-Fuller = -4.8761, Lag order = 4, p-value = 0.01 
alternative hypothesis: stationary 
 
as the P-value is lower than 0.05 we can reject the null hypothesis that the time series is not stationary 





By using the ggseasonplot() function we can also investigate the seasonality in the time series: 
Figure 3: seasonal plot for DY series. Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 at each year.  
From the graph (figure 3) it’s hard to detect any clear seasonal pattern in the time series. To further 
investigate the seasonality we can use the ggsubseriesplot() function: 
Figure 4: Sub seasonal plot with mean for each quarter across the observed time.  
The graph shows all Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 values from the different years and the mean value (blue line). We 
can see from the graph that the price tends to increase from Q1 to Q3 and then drop some points in Q4.  
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3.2 Box-Cox transformation  
Another way to transform the data is using a Box Cox transformation. The main properties of a Box Cox 
transformation are to make the data more normal distributed and stabilizing the variance. As we can 
see from the preliminary analysis the variance tends to increase as time increase creating a 
heteroskedastic problem.  
𝑊𝑡 =  {





To find the lambda that minimize the variation in the time series we can use the function 
BoxCox.lambda(). Code:  
lambda <- BoxCox.lambda(revenues_ts) 
print(lambda) #-0.01672169 
The function returns -0.01672169. To transform the time series using a Box-Cox transformation 
into a new time series called Y_box we can use the following code in R:  
Y_box <- BoxCox(Y, lambda = lambda), where boxcox() is the function with parameter, 
Y(original time series).  
To check if Y_box is stationary we can use the adf() function. The time series is not stationary 
with the chosen lambda = -0.01672169, p-value = 0.06199. We can decrease the lamda little by 
little until we find a stationary time series. Lambda = -0,10 returns a stationary transformed 
time series, with p-value = 0,04958.  
Figure 5: Box-Cox transformed time series using lambda = -0,10.  
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3.2.1 Seasonality  
To investigate seasonal pattern, we can once again apply the seasonal plots:  
Figure 6: seasonal plot for Y_box series. Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 at each year. 




By doing a graphically comparison between the first differentiated (DY) series and Box-Cox transformed 
(Y_box) series we can see that the Y_box series displays much less seasonal variance and a flatter 
pattern. When we create the model for forecasting, we might not need the seasonal component for the 
Y_box time series.  
4. Creating models  
4.1. Method for choosing models  
From the preliminary analysis we have discovered that we need models that can account for 
transformed data, seasonality and trend. Models which can account for the parameters are Exponential 
Smoothing and ARIMA. To choose ARIMA models we will investigate the autocorrelation function and 
partial-autocorrelation functions for the transformed time series. We can also use the auto.arima() 
function which automatically choose the best fitted ARIMA model based on the AIC criterion. 
4.2. Choosing candidate models 
4.2.1 Using first differenced data 
Using the acf() and pacf() functions we can obtain the ACF and PACF for the time series. The ACF and 
PACF for the first differenced series is:  
Figure 8: ACF for DY series 
Figure 9: PACF for DY series 
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Fitting an ARIMA model consist of determining the order of AR and MA processes needed to correct any 
autocorrelation that remains in the series. If the PACF shows a sharp cut off while the ACF decays more 
slowly it can be a sign of an AR signature. Meaning that the autocorrelation pattern can be more easily 
be explained by adding AR orders rather than MA. The lag where the cut off accurse should be the order 
of AR. As we can see from the PACF the cutoff happens at lag 9. While we still have lag 1,4 and 7 also 
outside the 95% confidence interval. To test I will include AR models at these lags:  
ARIMA(1,1,0), ARIMA(2,1,0), ARIMA(4,1,0), ARIMA(7,1,0), ARIMA(9,1,0) 
We will also test for the possibility that the model is a mix of AR and MA. Lag 1 and 5 is over the 95% 
confidence interval in the PACF. Since the series has an AR signature, we will not include more MA 
orders then AR and only use the first two lags that are outside of the 95% interval. Models chosen: 
ARIMA(1,1,1), ARIMA(2,1,1), ARIMA (4,1,1) ARIMA (7,1,5) 
As we saw from the preliminary analysis it is likely that the model will need a seasonal component. The 
ACF moves in a wave like pattern slowly decaying which may be a sign of seasonality. We will also try a 
model consisting of a seasonal AR component.  Models chosen: 
ARIMA(1,1,1)(1,0,0), ARIMA(2,1,1) (1,0,0), ARIMA (4,1,1) (1,0,0) ARIMA (7,1,5) (1,0,0) 
4.2.2 Using the auto.arima() function  
In R we can call an auto.arima function to choose the best fitted ARIMA model according to AIC. We can 
use the auto.arima function on the first differenced- and the Box-Cox transformed time series. Code 
used to obtain model:  
fit_auto_arima <- auto.arima(revenues_ts,d=1,D=1,stepwise = FALSE, approximation = FALSE, trace = TRUE) 
fit_autobx_arima <- auto.arima(Y_box,d=1,D=1,stepwise = FALSE,approximation = FALSE,trace = TRUE )  
Parameters for the function: 
d = how many times we allow the function to differentiate the time series 
D = how many times we allow for differentiating in the seasonal component 
Stepwise = Is used if we have several time series to test 
Approximation = Is used to save time computing. Set false du compute exact values.  
Trace= prints all the models tested (see appendix for the print) 
The auto.arima function used on the quarterly revenues time series calculated the best fitted ARIMA model to be 
(0,1,1)(2,1,1)[4], which is an MA(1) process differentiated 1 time, with a seasonal AR(1) and MA(2) component 
differentiated 1 time. The auto.arima function used on the Box-Cox transformed time series returned an 
ARIMA(0,1,1)(0,1,1)[4], which is an MA(1) process differentiated 1 time with a SMA(1) process differentiated 1 
time.  
 4.2.3 Using the ets() function.  
Since the time series consist of a trend and seasonality, we can also investigate exponential smoothing. 
The ETS() function returns the parameters for the most fitted model, according to the AIC criterion. The 
parameters returned are error-, trend- and seasonal component. The components are categorized by 
the letter’s “A”,”M” or “N”, which stands for additive, multiplicative and none. The function returned a 



















Figure 11: candidate models and selection criteria  
The main selection criteria will be the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The AIC measures the 
information loss by specified model, so the lower AIC the better the model is fitted to the data. Since 
the ARIMA models using the auto.arima() function is based on different transformed time series it is not 
comparable. From the model generated we can see that the ARIMA(0,1,1)(2,1,1) has the lowest AIC 
score. However, the ARIMA(7,1,5)(1,0,0) has a better sigma which mean less variance in the data. This 
model also has no residual lags outside the 95% confidence interval in the ACF. The ARIMA(0,1,1)(0,1,1) 
is not directly comparable to the rest. The models chosen for further testing is: 
• ARIMA(0,1,1)(2,1,1), ARIMA(7,1,5)(1,0,0) and ARIMA (0,1,1)(0,1,1) 
5. Checking performance on historical data and qualitative analysis 
To check the fit on historical data we need to create two new time series. The first time series will be 
called revenues_train and contains observations from 1991 to 2015. The time series will be used to fit 
the models. The second time series will be called revenues_test and will contain the observations from 
2015 until 2019. This time series is what we will forecast by applying the models on our training set and 







  Model Parameters for choosing model 
Method ARIMA Season AIC R-squared lags outside 95% Ljung-Box 
ETS     1769   lag 1,5 and 9 0,00 
ACF PACF 
DY 
110 0 1639 334 lag 9 0,166 
210 0 1639 329 lag 9 0,096 
410 0 1636 321 lag 9 0,189 
710 0 1634 310 lag 9 0,006 
111 0 1637 329 lag 5 and 9 0,150 
211 0 1639 329 lag 5 and 9 0,110 
411 0 1629 308 lag 9 0,164 
715 0 1629 279 none 0,035 
111 100 1639 329 lag 5 and 9 0,087 
211 100 1641 328 lag 5 and 9 0,056 
411 100 1631 308 lag 9 0,015 
715 100 1626 275 none 0,084 
Auto 
arima (0,1,1) (2,1,1) 1587 330 lag 9 0,140 
Auto 
arima (0,1,1) (0,1,1) -234 0 lag 5 and 9 0,140 
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To compare the performance, we can conduct two tests. The first is a multistep forecast where we 
forecast the one step ahead value, then we feed the forecasted one step ahead value to predict the two 









Figure 12: code to produce a multistep forecast and graph 
 
#Creating a data set of values until the 100th observation but no more 
revenues_train <- window(revenues_ts, end=2015) 
#Creating a data set of values from the 100th observation and to the end 
revenues_test <- window(revenues_ts, start=2015) 
#number of observations 
n_test <- length(revenues_test) 
revenues_auto_model <- arima(revenues_train, order = c(0, 1, 1), seasonal = c(2,1,1)) 




    aes( 
      x = as.numeric(time(revenues_test)), 
      y = as.numeric(revenues_test) 
    ), 
    col = "red" 





Figure 13: Multistep forecast graphed  
The forecast does not represent the future that well. It forecasts some cycles, but they are not big 
enough to capture the significant variances in the revenues that occurs between 2015-2019.  
To further investigate the accuracy of the model we will use another forecasting method: one step 
ahead forecast. Where we instead of feeding the model the forecasted one step ahead value, we return 
the actual observed value to forecast the next.  
  
Figure 14: One step ahead forecast compared to actual observed values 
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As we can see from the graph the model is very accurate, only showing a small variance from the 
observed values.  
We can conclude that the ARIMA(0,1,1)(2,1,1) model can predict accurately for a short time frame 
where we update the model with the observed values, but struggles to forecast accurately for a larger 
horizon.  
5.2 Checking performance on ARIMA(0,1,1)(0,1,1) 
We will again plot the multistep forecast and 1 step ahead forecast for the model:  
Figure 15: Multistep forecast for ARIMA(0,1,1)(0,1,1) graphed  
Figure 16: 1 step ahead forecast for ARIMA(0,1,1)(0,1,1) graphed 
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Visually inspecting the graphs, we can see the same tendency as with the previous ARIMA model. The 
model struggles to forecast the big cycles that occurs between 2015-2019.  However, if we to a 1 step 
ahead forecast the model is fairly accurate.  
The last model is not stationary using the training set.  
5.3 Reevaluating the models  
By checking the performance on the two models we can conclude that it has high variance between 
observed values and predicted values. To investigate the possibility of a better fitted model we must 
examine the residuals in the models:  
 
Figure 17: Residuals from ARIMA(0,1,1)(2,1,1) and ARIMA(0,1,1)(0,1,1). 
We can see that for both models lag 9 exceeds the 95% confidence interval. To find a better fit we can 
try to fit lag 9 as an AR order in both models. Creating model:  
• Auto_arima_DY_2 : (1,1,9)(2,1,1) 
• Auto_arima_BX_2: (9,1,1)(0,1,1) 
None of the new models has any lags exceeding the 95% confidence interval, which implies that they 
capture more of the information in the time series.  
Using the same procedure on the models we obtain the following results:  
 




Figure 18: Multistep and 1-step ahead forecast for ARIMA(1,1,9)(0,11)  
To evaluate which model performed the best on the training set we can calculate the Mean Squared 
Error. The model that minimizes MSE is the one who predicts the closest to the observed values overall.  
Model Parameters Multistep MSE 1-step MSE 
Auto ARIMA DY (0,1,1)(2,1,1) 2 457 430 382 643 
Auto ARIMA BX (0,1,1)(0,1,1) 2 812 282 360 182 
Auto ARIMA DY 2 (9,1,1)(2,1,1) 2 724 966 296 727 
Auto ARIMA BX 2 (9,1,1)(0,1,1) 2 544 087 360 182 
 
The selected models for forecasting are Auto ARIMA DY which minimize errors for long term forecasting. 
Auto ARIMA DY 2 minimize errors for short term forecasts and ARIMA(7,1,5)(1,0,0), which we could not 
analyze using a past performance are also selected. 
5.4 Quantitative analysis of forecasts 
















From the market research we know that the memory revenues tend to move in cycles. The cycles are 
characterized by a two years growth followed by two years decline in the growth. The cycles have a 
positive trend, which means that the growth is in general higher than the following decline. The market 
research also predicts a decline in the CAGR of familiar markets until 2020. New technology that is 
expecting to take a big part in future earnings are not expected to do so in the immediate future. From 
the market research we also know that producers now are starting to ramp down their productions to 
push prices upwards, which is an indicator of increasing prices in the following years.  
The market research suggests a downward growth until 2020 followed by an increase in revenues.  We 
can see graphically that the Auto AIMA model (0,1,1)(2,1,1) predicts an immediate increase in revenues 
which is unlikely. The two other models predict a continuation of the declining revenues which is more 
consistent with the market research. The ARIMA model (7,15)(1,0,0) predicts an immediate decrease in 
revenues after 2022 Q1 while the ARIMA model(1,1,9)(2,1,1) is more consistent with the ARIMA 
model(0,1,1)(2,1,1) which scored the best on long term forecasts.  
6. Sales forecast 
The model selected is ARIMA model (1,1,9)(2,1,1). The model has no lags outside the 95% confidence 
interval indicating it captures all information in the time series. The residuals are normally distributed 
and follows a white noise process. The model is consistent with the market research and predicts closely 
to the ARIMA model(0,1,1)(2,1,1) in the long term, which scored the best on long term forecasts.    






























arima(x = revenues_ts, order = c(1, 1, 9), seasonal = c(2, 1, 1)) 
 
Coefficients: 
ar1     ma1      ma2     ma3      ma4      ma5     ma6      ma7     ma8      ma9     sar1     sar2     sma1 
0.3574  0.1360  -0.1174  0.0390  -0.1107  -0.2046  0.2187  -0.1281  0.0866  -0.3681  -0.0797  -0.4074  -0.8757 
s.e.  0.3102  0.3016   0.1852  0.1127   0.1785   0.1425  0.1599   0.1027  0.1609   0.1491   0.1893   0.1631   0.0821 
 
sigma^2 estimated as 80720:  log likelihood = -778.27,  aic = 1584.55 
 
Training set error measures: 
ME     RMSE      MAE        MPE     MAPE      MASE       ACF1 
Training set 20.05249 277.8123 185.4824 -0.1901627 11.59545 0.7734317 0.01149799 
ME     RMSE      MAE        MPE     MAPE      MASE       ACF1 
Training set 20.05249 277.8123 185.4824 -0.1901627 11.59545 0.7734317 0.01149799 
 
        Point Forecast    Lo 80    Hi 80    Lo 95    Hi 95 
2019 Q3       4345.503 3978.540 4712.465 3784.282 4906.724 
2019 Q4       4265.359 3610.134 4920.584 3263.279 5267.439 
2020 Q1       4127.001 3261.180 4992.821 2802.842 5451.159 
2020 Q2       4031.035 2984.725 5077.345 2430.842 5631.228 
2020 Q3       3833.362 2641.795 5024.930 2011.017 5655.707 
2020 Q4       4137.083 2847.197 5426.968 2164.373 6109.792 
2021 Q1       4919.897 3520.723 6319.070 2780.045 7059.748 
2021 Q2       5828.095 4336.963 7319.227 3547.605 8108.585 
2021 Q3       6404.432 4852.974 7955.889 4031.681 8777.182 
2021 Q4       6700.881 5129.702 8272.059 4297.971 9103.791 
2022 Q1       6543.455 4959.780 8127.129 4121.433 8965.476 
2022 Q2       6624.850 5031.542 8218.157 4188.096 9061.604 
2022 Q3       6897.243 5287.817 8506.669 4435.838 9358.648 




Time Series COGS Forecast: Support document 
1. Forecasting: Micron Technology COGS 
The objective of this forecast is to forecast the COGS-to-Sales of Micron Technology from 2019F until 
2022F. The forecast will be used to conduct an investment recommendation on Micron Technology.  
1.2 Data used for forecasting 
The data set used for the forecast contains the COGS-to-Sales ratios for Micron from 2008 to 2018. 
The data is downloaded from the Bloomberg terminal the 28.06.2019.  
2. Data transformations 
2.1 First difference: 
𝐷𝑌 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑌𝑡 − 1 
Using the formula for first difference we can create a differentiated time series. The time series is 
created in R using the following code: DY <- diff(Y). We can run a diagnostic on the time series using 
the autoplot() function. By visually examining the time series it seems more stationary then the 
original time series, implying a first difference should be used when modeling the time series.  
3. Creating models 
By examining the ACF and the PACF we can determine the number of p and q used in the ARIMA 
model.  
 
Figure 1: ACF for DY 
 




From visually examining the ACF and the PACF we can see that no lag is outside the confidence 
interval. To choose a model a list of potential models will be created then later inspected. Potential 
models chosen is:  
• fit_arima_011 <- arima(Y, order = c(0, 1, 1)) 
• fit_arima_012 <- arima(Y, order = c(0, 1, 2)) 
• fit_arima_013 <- arima(Y, order = c(0, 1, 3)) 
• fit_arima_110 <- arima(Y, order = c(1, 1, 0)) 
• fit_arima_210 <- arima(Y, order = c(2, 1, 0)) 
• fit_arima_310 <- arima(Y, order = c(3, 1, 0)) 
• fit_arima_111 <- arima(Y, order = c(1, 1, 1)) 
3.1 Choosing model 
The selection process will use AIC as a selection criterion. The model which minimizes the AIC score 
will be chosen. Results:  
• fit_arima_011 <- arima(Y, order = c(0, 1, 1)) – AIC = -3,22 
• fit_arima_012 <- arima(Y, order = c(0, 1, 2)) – AIC = -1,33 
• fit_arima_013 <- arima(Y, order = c(0, 1, 3)) – AIC = -2,76 
• fit_arima_110 <- arima(Y, order = c(1, 1, 0)) – AIC = -2,63 
• fit_arima_210 <- arima(Y, order = c(2, 1, 0)) – AIC = -3,99 
• fit_arima_310 <- arima(Y, order = c(3, 1, 0)) – AIC = -2 
• fit_arima_111 <- arima(Y, order = c(1, 1, 1)) – AIC = -1,23 





Figure 3: ARIMA forecast(2,1,0) 





Analysis of results:  
The model reflects the COGS analysis from the industry analysis. As a steep drop tends to be followed 
by an increase in the COGS the following year. Micron has announced they will reduce capacity which 
should increase the COGS / Revenue. In 2019F Micron will also introduce 3D Xpoint which will take 
time to reach yield to maturity. As the bust cycle is estimated to move over to a boom cycle in 2020F 





















Point Forecast     Lo 80     Hi 80     Lo 95     Hi 95 
2019      0.6497307 0.4769867 0.8224746 0.3855416 0.9139197 
2020      0.6801322 0.4840004 0.8762640 0.3801745 0.9800899 
2021      0.4905754 0.2944321 0.6867186 0.1906002 0.7905505 





DRAM – Dynamic random-access memory 
NAND – Nonvolatile computer memory 
SSD – Solid state drive 
SNBU – Compute and networking business unit 
MBU – Mobile business unit 
SBU – Storage business unit 
EBU – Embedded business unit 
IoT – Internet of things 
ASAD – Advanced driver assistive systems 
VR – Virtual reality 
AR – Augmented reality 
GCCM – Global cloud computing market 
GCSTM – Global cloud storage market 
ROCE – Return on capital employed 
CE – Capital employed 
WC – Working capital 
NWC – Net working capital 
DCF – Discounted cash flows 
FCFF – Free cash flow to the firm 
CAGR – Compound annual growth rate 
CAPM – Capital asset pricing model 
EV – Enterprise value 
EQV – Equity value 
EPS – Earning per share 
USD – U.S Dollar 
GDP – Gross domestic product 
MRP – Market risk premium 
E[r] – Expected return 
ROA – Return on assets 
ROE – Return on equity 
F – Forecasted 
YoY – Year over year  
QoQ – Quarter over quarter 
WACC – Weighted average cost of capital 
CAPEX – Capital expenditures 
D&A – Depreciation and amortization 
SG&A – Selling, general and administration expenses 
PP&E – Property plant and equipment 
SOX – Philadelphia semiconductor index 
S&P 500 – Stock market index  
MU – Micron Technology, Inc. Stock ticker 
AAPL – Apple, Inc. Stock ticker 
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